
What is that

thing down

there?











Other objects:

-Lute with broken string

-War pipes

-Lutheran hymnal

-Book of arithmetic

-Crucifix in upper left: hardly

   visible

-Skull on man’s hat: not

   visible in this jpeg.

Memento mori

or a vanitas painting,

is a meditation on

mortality.



Strigae- a term

for night-witches

who turned into

owls at night and

feed on children.

the flying witch

was a very

popular image



Durer

ca. 1500

The Old Hag,

The Witch,

Lamia

Inversion

Bizarro World

Backwards



Which way is the

witch headed?

Which way is her

hair blowing?

Which way is her

mount going?





What is that?

It is a distaff,

where the fibers of

wool, flax, or

cotton are loosely

wound in

preparation for

spinning, a

traditional ars of

women.

What is that

sticking into it?





Call me crazy, but

this sure looks like

some sort of Platonic

sphere.





A somersault suggests

that the world is topsy

turvy, or upside down.



Dürer

Himself 

by Himself

1520/6

If you didn’t get

it, the world is

inverted in the

world of the

witch, but not in

the world of the

good guys.



This is also by Dürer.  How

might it be interpreted as

having to to with witchcraft?



The pact

between

the witch

and the

Devil was

sealed

with a

kiss.  Yet

another

inversion.





Witnesses (not under torture) would often claim to have seen a

witch flying but never did people claim to have seen the actual pact

with the Devil being made.  Admissions of this might have

suggested that the witnesses were also infected… they would have

to admit having seen the Devil after all.  Best not to ever admit

having seen him.

Witnesses under torture would say anything.  Devil, sex, spells,

etc.

No documented raid on any covens (witch meetings).  Although

these were frequently discussed, none seem to have ever been

found.  Again the problem was the possibility of guilt by

association or simply proximity.

Weyer (16th c. - critic of the witchhunts) thought that witches were

more likely senile old women.  [Reginald Scot?]





The numbers:

Some have estimated as high as 9 million executions in this period

(from about the 14th to the 17th centuries). This is not credible for

any number of reasons.

100k is the likely ballpark number of prosecutions and 50k or 60k

executed as a result.  Mostly (ca. 75%) in and around Germany.

Southern European countries had lower rates (ca. 10k of the 100k

total).  It was very much of a boogie man syndrome.  Witch hunts

appear to have sparked more witch hunts.

In England, where torture was banned, accusations were much

more mild and fewer.  But the stories of familiars (usually cats)

were more common there…?





75% of the accused were women except for in France where the

gender split was roughly 50/50.  Women were generally considered

to be morally weaker and more sexually needy.  Most accused

women were over 50.

Contrary to earlier historical research it seems that midwives were

not singled out as witches.

If a war broke out in a region where a witch hunt was under way,

the hunt generally died out.  Apparently there were more important

things to do and enemy soldiers were a more reasonable

explanation for bad events.



About 50% of accused, were executed. Usually by burning.

Salem (here in the U.S.) was fond of pressing them to death.

Estimated that about 100k were accused between 14th and 17th c.

Hunts were sporadic and episodic.  They would flare up then die

out.

Q- Were witches innocent, just products/creations of the

accusors?  This is complicated since the accusors certainly

agravated the situation.  Clearly there was witchcraft or at least

people who believed that they were doing some sort of witchcraft

since there were books for doing magic and we have dolls and

spells on paper etc.  But many witches were also probably

produced by the investigations themselves.





In general the upper classes were concerned with Christian

theological issues of witches, whereas the lower classes were

generally more concerned with hexes, poxes, and the nitty

gritty of witches causing them harm.  If you get sick, blame it

on a witch.

Torture tended to create witches.

Northern European areas (mostly Germany) had the highest

number of witch prosecution.

Places that were governed by a central authority tended to

have fewer witch prossecutions, whereas places where local

prosecutors answered to no one tended to have more witch

hunts.  An overzealous prosecutor could go witch crazy with

no higher authority to hold him back.





Large scale hunts might last from 2 to 4 years.  They tended to

end abruptly and tended not to return for several generations.  [I

guess they left a bad taste in the mouths of the locals.]

There are a few hunts from the late 16th century in which only

one female remained after it was done.

Hunts would often start by going after old crazy women.  The

local hag.  But then as the hunt grew and more people were

forced to testify and were tortured, the upper classes would start

being accused.  This move into the upper classes often slowed a

hunt down.

There is documentation of a hunt that started because a boy was

told to accuse various people by his father.  It was entirely

politically motivated and this was eventually discovered and the

hunt was abruptly ended.



Hunts were also expensive.  The legal system got all choked up with

them.

There are many speculation about why the hunts ended.

-The new mechanical philosophy (SciRev) killed the superstition.

-Skepticism became fashionable.

-Religious zealotry fizzled out.  (Why? I don’t know…)

-More money and stronger middle class.  Security?

-Psychological over theological explanations gained favor

It’s hard to say…



Standard beliefs included:  the butt kiss, a mark of the Devil on a

private area of the body (any random irregularity would do), a

rejection of Christianity, infant sacrifice, feast on infant bodies,

dance naked, sexual intercourse with the Devil or other witches,

parody of Christian rituals (inverted sacraments or crosses or the

like), flying (often on a broom), Peasant beliefs were more along the

lines of incubi and succubi, orgies, cannibalism... etc.

Witches were sort of bizarro-world-Christians.  They inverted

Christianity into Satanism.

(As my favorite graffitti on a Long Island high school once read: “I

love Satin.)

lamiae- the Latin term for a witch, refers to the mythical Queen of

Libya, loved by Zeus, who sucked the blood of babies in revenge

for Hera's killing of her children.







Protestant reliance on vernacular translations of the Bible fueled some

witch issues: eg. the word "witch" was used to translate passages

(Exodus 22:18) that probably didn't refer to Devil worshipping people. [I

looked at about 15 different translations of this passage in Latin, English.

they all refer to female witches using various terms...]

Levack (a historian): The Devil is a difficult concept in a monotheistic

religion.  Because there can not be any entity similar to God, the Devil

was hard to classify and belief in the Devil as a super-being borders on

heretical.  Only God can be super/all powerful.

Stephens (another historian): But… belief in witches can also be seen as

the search for actual earthly evidence of a higher realm.  If the contraries

of Jesus and God existed, then Jesus and God must exist. If witches’

black magic works, then the sacraments must work too. Late defenders

of witch hunting stated very clearly, "Nullus Deus sine diabolo" No God

without the devil.  It takes one to know one… sort of.



Clark’s theory:

Preternatural explanations... located between the supernatural and the natural.  The

Devil is a super intellegent being, but with powers that are limited to natural laws,

almost miraculus, but still natural… preternatural. (preter- means more than)

As humans studied nature more and more, less and less became the domain of

demons...  Natural philosophy started to take the place of demonic powers.  Natural

Magic perhaps reflects this demonic/natural research that existed inbetween natural

philosophy and demonic black magic.  Demonic and Natural Magic were considering

nature in often similar terms.  Eg. Occult causes were used in both. Natural philosophy,

on the other hand, exclusively sought natural answers with no reference to God or

demons.  But people were wary of this approach and thought that demons might be

behind these new SciRev ideas.

The Last Days beliefs encouraged demonology.  Witchcraft and possession were

considered the devil reacting to the second coming and he was fighting back. Anxiety

over witches was heightened due to Last Days beliefs... needed to purify the world for

the second and final coming.  The crusades also have a large dose of this fear.

Columbus also had this in the back of his head as he set out to tame the demonic

savages and prepare the world for the second coming.  Christo-ferens.



Demonology connected to divine right of kings.  Since king's authority is

divine, he must go after and destroy the anti-divine.  There was a belief

that divinely appointed rulers were immune to witchcraft.







Cannibalism



Vice



Hot Dogs!

Hot Rods.  Notice where they are.



Reaching

through to

grab that

stick…

while

passing

some

mighty

wind.



More dogs.



The Malleus malefacarum (Destroyer of the Evildoers), by

Dominicans Kramer et Sprenger , was a textbook on how to identiry

witches.  The first edition was printed in 1496/7 and it was reprinted

14 more times before 1520.  It was quite the best seller.  Compare to

Copernicus’ great work which was printed 4 times in 400 years.

Cesalpino (another witch hunting author) and Kramer (Malleus

malefacarum author above) tell of penis stealing witches. This was a

popular theme. It appears to be illusory and the penises will sort of

grow back after a spell is lifted.  Stephens claims that the Kramer

version of the story (really weird) originated in an anticlerical joke

but Kramer appears to be ignorant of this and presents it as fact.

Kramer also suggests that castration was not really a bad thing, since

it removed sexual motivations... sinful motivations. (Kramer was a

priest after all.)  Penises are bad.  He claims that sometimes angels

will create the illustion of castration for a monk dealing with these

sexual temptations.



More witches,

brooms, goats,

cannibalism,

phallic objects, and

other weird stuff.



quote from Malleus on penis stealing: from p. 303 of Stephens…

"And what, then, is to be thought of those witches who . . . sometimes

collect male organs in great numbers, as many as twenty or thirty

members together, and put them in a bird's nest, or shut them up in a box,

where they move themselves like living members, and eat oats and corn,

as has been seen by many and is a matter of common report? . . . For a

certain man tells that, when he had lost his member, he approached a

certain witch to ask her to restore his health. She told the afflicted man to

climb a certain tree, and that he might take whichever member he liked

out of a nest in which there were several members. And when he tried to

take a big one, the witch said, "you must not take that one," adding,

"because it belonged to a parish priest."”



Sausages

were a

common

visual joke.



Here is the Devil showing us

his back side and presenting

some written material to

Saint Wolfgang.  Wolfgang

somehow convinced the

Devil to help him build a

church.





There is a long history

of not trusting priests

and monks.
























